Parallel sessions

PS1: Psychopathy
- Developing a latency-based indirect approach to psychopathic Personality Traits
- Problem behaviours in children: can executive functions and parenting practices buffer the effects of problematic (psychopathic) traits?
- Self-report measures of psychopathy: convergent validity between different concepts of psychopathy

PS2: Credibility of eyewitness testimony (1)
- Judicial credibility assessment of eyewitness testimony
- Eyewitness credibility criteria in the judicial process of eyewitness evidence evaluation
- The confidence inflation problem: factors influencing jurors’ assessment of eyewitness testimony
- The confidence-accuracy relationship in the cross-race effect study

PS3: Victims of sexual violence
- Professionals meeting victims of rape – attitudes and experiences
- Investigating the demographic and attitudinal predictors of rape myth acceptance in police officers: developing an evidence-base for training and professional development
- Prosecutors’ experiences investigating alleged sexual abuse against pre-schoolers
- Victims and offenders: what to do with victims of violence who kill their abusers?

PS4: Decision-making & expertise
- Understanding burglars’ expertise using virtual environments: Results from the first trial with convicted burglars
- The effect of “ten-commandment” priming on cheating: results from a registered replication report
- My story is better than yours! Presenting an alternative story to the prosecutor can change his decision to press charges
- Synergology: a pseudo-science in the legal system
- Forensic science expertise: visual statistical learning of diagnostic features in match-making decisions

PS5: Confessions in interviews
- Juveniles’ common sense beliefs about confessions
- Jail inmates’ perspectives on interrogating/interviewing and confessions
- Features of suspects and witnesses with an intellectual disability in police interrogations: risks and false confessions
Symposia

SY1: Investigative interviewing (1): Practitioner perceptions of communication

Chair: Milne, R.  
Westermarck (C101)

- Perceptions of frontline communication by control room operators from UK Fire and Rescue Services.
- Structured Interviews of Human Intelligence (HUMINT) Police Officers: Perceptions and Experiences of Gathering HUMINT
- Interpreter-Assisted Investigative Interviews: Police Officer Perceptions and Experiences
- Is that understood? Perceptions and importance of interpreted evidence in the courtroom.
- "Managing Investigative Interviews with Vulnerable Suspects- Current perspectives from Interview Specialists".

SY2: Novel theories and methods for studying psychopathic personality

Chair: Sellbom, M.  
Källan (C201)

- Capturing psychopathy with the DSM-5 alternative model of personality disorders
- The triarchic psychopathy measure: An examination of convergent validity in Lithuanian violent offenders sample
- Further validation of the comprehensive assessment of psychopathic personality (CAPP) - Self-Report Version
- What are core psychopathy features? A network analysis of the Psychopathy Checklist-Revised (PCL-R) in three large samples
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PS6: Eyewitness Identification and accuracy
- Estimating eyewitness accuracy: what can meta-memory measures and memory tests tell us about eyewitness identification performance?
- A victim or an eyewitness? Perspective and perpetrator identification accuracy
- What influences eyewitness identification accuracy and can we predict high confidence misidentifications?
- The effects of suspect phenotype and photo-array construction method on photo-array fairness
- The impact of mental reinstatement of context on sketch composites

PS7: Child interviewing and child sexual abuse
- Eliciting reliable accounts in child sexual abuse investigations: Investigative interviews in Helsinki and Uusimaa
- Experts' impressions about forensic interviews with sexually abused children
- Forensic interviews with sexually abused children: appropriateness in terms of forensic interview techniques
- A study of interviewer ability: Testing assumptions about assessment of youth understanding
- Effect of defendant age and juror gender in perceptions of child-on-child sex offences

PS8: Family law and police community relations
- Psychological evaluation in family law proceedings
- Psychological effects of cyberbullying
- What do school resource officers do? And what is their value?

PS9: Innocence and deception
- Interviewer's presumed guilt does not affect innocent suspects' verbal output during short interactions
- "I didn't do it!": do suspects' verbal strategies in a strategic use of evidence (SUE) technique interview vary depending on the ethnic background of interviewee and interviewer?
- Attention to detail: deception and consistency in investigative interviews
- Effect of questions on suspect's perception of interviewer's knowledge of evidence in investigative interviewing
- Factors determining suspects' decision - making during interrogation

PS10: Credibility assessment & deception
- Does the way of immediate interviewing affect deception detection in delayed accounts?
- The strategic meaning of CBCA criteria from the perspective of deceivers
- Amplifying deceivers' flawed metacognition: encouraging disclosures after delays with a model statement
Using historical data and mathematical modelling to predict outcomes during contamination threats

Half-truths and whole lies: Credibility judgements of partial and complete fabrications using criteria-based content analysis and reality

"She only wants me out of her way!" - A motive to lie in a sexual harassment case and its impact on content quality ratings and veracity judgements

**Symposia**

**SY3: Investigative interviewing (2): Analysis of real-life investigative interactions**

Chair: Milne, R. \hspace{1cm} Westermarck (C101)

- 999, what’s your emergency? An Examination of Frontline Emergency Communication in Fire and Rescue Service Control Rooms
- Person description information: Examining body worn video footage to evaluate police officer’s frontline communication
- The Framework of Investigative Transformation (FIT): the FIT factors necessary to produce competent interviewers and investigators
- “…whatever you do say will be taken down in writing and may be given in evidence”: Measuring the accuracy of written records of suspect interviews.

**SY4: Nordic Network symposium**

Chair: \hspace{1cm} Källan (C201)

- A victim or an eyewitness? Perspective and perpetrator identification accuracy
- Suspects’ experience, trial strategies and the decision making
- Examining the links between preferred interpersonal communication styles and credibility of witness statements.
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PS11: Cooperative interrogation
- The joint influence of helpfulness priming and interpersonal approach in facilitating disclosure
- Interviewing suspects with small talk and comparable truth baselines
- Trust-building strategies: some critical factors for establishing cooperation in an interrogative context
- An investigation of rapport maintenance over multiple interviews – does PEACE hold any advantage over Reid?
- Subtle influence tactics do not infringe on semi-cooperative interviewees’ autonomy: a supporting argument

PS12: Deception detection & identifications
- Retrieval-induced forgetting in the simulating amnesia paradigm
- Social factors and the physiological Concealed Information Test
- “My smartphone has been stolen”: how to detect false insurance claims? The first realistic experiment using automated linguistic analysis
- Detecting deception in insurance claims - how effective are verifiability approach and model statement?

PS13: Credibility of eyewitness testimony (2)
- Can an alternative educational method sensitize jurors to suggestive identification procedures and to eyewitness accuracy?
- Exploring the effects of age on eye-witness confidence: Older witness’s rate foils in line-ups as more likely to be targets than do younger participants, but only before a correct identification is made
- Interpersonal correlates of co-witness suggestibility

PS14: Witness memories
- Reality Monitoring: When memory and strategy meet
- Memory for faces in old age: a meta-analysis
- Do you remember the smell? Examining odor cues on witness memory
- Chrono type and time-of-day effects on eyewitness memory
- Effects of cannabis on eyewitness memory: a field study

PS15: Risk assessment: cases in Poland and Germany
- Psychological opinions in juvenile delinquency cases in Poland: Key findings of empirical research
- Uses and limits of psychological expertise in the criminal cases in Poland
- The child attachment interview (CAI): a psychometric longitudinal validation study in a German sample
- Outlaw motorcycle gang (OMCGs) - organized crime or subculture? First results of a German research project
Symposia

SY5: Crime Linkage

Chair: Woodhams, J.\hspace{1cm} Westermarck (C101)

- Linking Italian serial homicide - towards an ecologically valid application
- The Crime Linkage International Network (C-LINK): Findings
- An investigation of the process of Comparative Case Analysis (CCA).
- A test of the inter-rater reliability of coding onto the Violent Crime Linkage Analysis System (ViCLAS).

SY6: Promises and challenges for the cognitive approach on lying

Chair: Suchotzki, K.\hspace{1cm} Källan (C201)

- Taxing the brain to uncover lying? Meta-analyzing the effect of imposing cognitive load on the reaction time costs of lying
- Counter-interrogation strategies of suspects, innocent of the crime under investigation, in strategic vs. non-strategic interviews
- Using the cognitive approach to deception to distinguishing between true and false intentions: Problems and opportunities
- The language of lies: Behavioral and autonomic costs of lying in a native compared to a foreign language
Thursday, 28th June (1)
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**PS16: Facial composites and super-recognizers**
- Techniques for substantially improving the effectiveness of feature-based facial composites
- Does compositing conceal donor face identities?
- Context reinstatement and holistic interviewing techniques to improve the effectiveness of facial composites
- Out of sight, but never out of mind - detecting extraordinary face recognition skills
- Super-recognizing a kernel of truth? Investigating the relationship between face recognition, trait recognition and personality

**PS17: Legal processes and juror’s decisions**
- Who becomes a judge? An evaluation of the reliability and validity of the Belgian judicial selection process
- An examination of jurors’ certainty of guilt in joint enterprise cases
- From devil’s advocate to crime fighter: on confirmation bias and debiasing techniques in prosecutorial decision making
- Human subjects in legal psychology face low risk of being involved in an incident: Results of a survey

**PS18: Decision-making and legal process**
- Applying psychological expertise to challenges in the legal process: exploring juror certainty for disputed expert testimony
- Judge’s decision-making in criminal cases: estimates of intuitive and rational information processing
- Expert testimony and evidence evaluation in legal contexts
- The impact of trial experience on mock jurors’ note taking during trials and subsequent recall of evidence

**PS19: Risk factors and psychological disorders**
- Addiction stigma and isolation
- Assessing the risk of recidivism – beyond mental health disorders
- Psychological forensic expertise in criminal cases of juveniles’ suicides
- An exploratory study into the offending and risky behaviour of elite athletes
- Identifying risk factors of intra-familial child homicide: a triad effect and the role of the Invisible father
- Verify the scene, report the symptoms: testing the verifiability approach and the SRSI in detection of fabricated posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)

**PS20: Risk assessment and gender**
- Relationships between strain, negative emotions and delinquency: looking at gender differences in a longitudinal study
- Analyzing the clinical profile reported by mock and adjudicated victims of gender violence
Pharmacological treatment of sex offenders: exploring the effects on a physical, psychological and sexual level

PS21: Decision-making & terrorism and extremism
- Acting for the greater good: motivation and personality as moderators of language change in insider attacks
- When cognitive flexibility impedes choice: how cognitive processing styles interact with uncertainty during a counter-terrorism training exercise
- Team decision-making during a simulated terrorist attack
- Understanding the three levels of resilience: implications for countering extremism

Symposia

SY7: Blackstone

Chair: Westermarck (C101)

- The dancing delinquent. A scenario-based analysis using experiments to determine strength of evidence.
- Innocence project Sweden
Thursday, 28th June (2)
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PS22: Risk assessment: deviant behavior
- The role of criminal and non-criminal identity for (future) criminal behavior
- A comparison of impulsivity, antisocial tendency and adoption to social norms levels among different crime types
- Temporal orientation as predictor of delinquent and unhealthy behavior
- Where to draw the line? The influence of prior relationship, perpetrator-target sex and perpetrator motivation on the point at which behaviour ‘crosses the line’ and becomes stalking

PS23: Juvenile offenders and workplace harassment
- Personality and demographic correlates of women offenders' criminal narrative experience
- Xenophobic attitudes and personal characteristics in juvenile offenders
- Changes in offenders’ beliefs and traits during short-term detention and their impact on recidivism
- Dark figures: a systematic review of research on the reporting of workplace harassment

PS24: Decision-making in sexual assault cases
- Sexism in the court: The effect of defendant gender, crime type, and attitudes toward women on mock juror decision-making
- The effect of nonverbal consent arguments in sexual assault trials
- Legal decision making in sexual assault trials
- The effect of gruesome photographs and bodily awareness on juror decision making
- ‘Cold feet’: The attrition of historical child sexual abuse cases reported to the police in a Northern Canadian territory

PS25: Eyewitness identification in lineups
- Can we increase identifications in 48-person lineups by asking for ratings of all lineup members?
- Decision making with UK sequential lineups
- The role of lineup bias in witness accuracy, the confidence-accuracy relationship and the courtroom value of witness confidence

PS26: Deception detection & false memories
- Practitioners’ knowledge about nuanced age-trends in false memory propensity - a vignette study
- Denial-induced forgetting: how denying impairs memory for an emotionally negative experience
- Are you for real? The use of unexpected process questions within the detection of identity deception
- Own- and others- stereotypical facial expressions of deception
- The use of a model statement to differentiate between truth-telling pairs and lying pairs during collective interviews
Symposia

SY8: Concealed knowledge detection:
Chair: Orthey, R.  
Westermarck (C101)

- It’s a match! Optimal Item Selection in the Concealed Information Test
- Detecting concealed face recognition with blurred faces.
- What mechanisms underlie ERP-based concealed information detection?
- Memory Detection with eye-movement measures: The Role of Task-Demands
- Constructing a Forced Choice Test with Limited Evidence

SY9: The Investigative interview: Factors that can influence the outcome
Chair: Adams-Quackenbush, N.  
Källan (C201)

- Uncooperative Witnesses and their Inclination to Disclose Information
- Environmental Influences in Witness Investigative Interviews
- Getting what you ask for: Linguistic Indicators of Expectancy and Bias in Interview Settings
- Blurred lies: The interaction of truths and lies within statements
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**PS27: Victims and offenders cases outside Europe**
- Emotion regulation in juvenile delinquency: a Turkish sample
- Attitudes toward probationers and organizational trust as predictors of burnout among Turkish probation officers
- Adolescent offenders and professionals in Brazilian educational centres: evaluating stress and well-being
- The impact of an RNR-based intervention training program on Turkish juvenile probation officers’ role orientations and recidivism risk perceptions

**PS28: Deception detection, credibility judgements**
- Primacy and recency effects of stereotypical behavioral cues on credibility judgments
- Honest and deceptive alibi statements: The effect of weak vs. memory-enhancing interview techniques
- Detecting false allegations: distinguishing between reports of a single, repeated and fabricated event using reality monitoring
- Can we detect intentional false identifications from videotapes?

**PS29: Child sexual abuse**
- Sexual behavior between siblings: an international online study on prevalence, protective and risk factors
- Psychological consequences of child sexual abuse, quality of life and social adjustment in underage girls
- The effect of victims’ age and gender on CBCA scores for sexual abuse cases in which the offenders were also minors
- Neuro-modulation of pedophilic sexual response

**PS30: Risk assessment: personality traits**
- The relationships between both personality and behavior-related factors and risk of adverse outcomes in a sample of delinquent juveniles
- Concurrent validity of the corporate personality inventory as a measure of positive and negative work performance indicators
- Practitioner perceptions of cognitive bias and the use of risk assessment instruments
- Cross-national approach for the forensic determination of the presuming moral harm

**PS31: Decision-making & youth**
- Research of the ability to organize intellectual actions in juvenile offenders with psychosocial immaturity
- A qualitative analysis of the initiation into crime in a sample of young residential burglars
- ‘Wayward youth’ or ‘super-predator’? Re-Examining the effect of juvenile stereotypes in legal decision-making
Police officers' perspectives in responding to the non-consensual sharing of private sexual media